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Discussions + questions
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#bayesian-chen

This is the slack channel to ask questions and followups

As was mentioned, if you see a problem you also are 
having, please press thumbs-up so that we know how 

many people have the same problem



Outline
• What is the problem we want to solve? 

• What are the likelihood & posterior probability functions 

• What can we do, once we have the function 

• How can we obtain the function? 

• Putting things together! => Hands-on session 

• Dealing with data (Friday) 

• My first goal today is to give you the big picture with the statistical analysis 

• Then we do an actual hands-on exercise to materialize all these using the 
JETSCAPE statistical analysis package
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The goal



The goal
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Model (New) Experimental Data

Parameters

Prediction

Inference
Given some models with some set of parameters, we 

can make predictions for experiments. 
But what if we do not know the best parameters?

(Existing) Experimental Data



The goal
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Model 

Parameters

Prediction

Inference

How can we infer what parameters fit the data best if we 
already have some experimental data?

(New) Experimental Data

(Existing) Experimental Data



The likelihood function



What is likelihood
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ℒ( ⃗θ | ⃗x )

Likelihood function = how “likely” a set of parameter 
is, relative to other parameter values, given observed 

data

Parameters of interest Observed data

It’s a function of the parameters of interest, 
conditioning on what we see in data



Example: counting experiment
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Suppose we count number of events and data says 3
ℒ(θ |x = 3)
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5.5 is about “half as likely”

8.5 is about “10% as likely”



Example: counting experiment
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If the expected count is θ, we can write the 
probability of observing a count of x as

P(x |θ) = Poisson(x |θ) =
θxe−θ

x!

We write the likelihood function as

ℒ(θ |x) ≡
θxe−θ

x!

Function of x, given θ

Function of θ, given x



More examples
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ℒ( ⃗θ | ⃗x )

θ = theory parameter x = observed data

Probability of head per flip Heads/tail sequence of coin throw

Higgs boson cross section Number of events around 125 GeV

Neutrino interaction cross section Counts in water tank

Energy loss parameter for Partons Hadron RAA

…… ……

P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )vs



Bayesian school of thinking
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ℒ( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )vs

How to connect the two things?

One is function of θ, one is function of x

One way to go is through the Bayes’ theorem  
with the posterior probability function *

* Likelihood and Bayesian posterior are not exactly the same thing;  
the distinction is beyond the scope of this lecture

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x )



Bayesian school of thinking
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Starting from the probability equality

P(a, b) = P(a |b)P(b)

We can “write”

P( ⃗x , ⃗θ ) = P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ ) = P( ⃗θ | ⃗x )P( ⃗x )

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) =
P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )

P( ⃗x )

or

Bayes’ theorem



Bayesian school of thinking
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P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) =
P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )

P( ⃗x )

Prior knowledge of how likely given parameter is true

Probability of observing “x”, generally speaking

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) ∝ P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )

Since experiment is done, P(x) is a constant

Posterior 
probability

given fixed x



Prior knowledge
• The Bayesian formalism always involves a “prior” 

P(θ), which encodes our prior knowledge on how θ 
distributes 

• It’s both a blessing and a curse — our outcome will 
always be “biased” by what we know before 

• Setting P(θ) = 1 gives us back to the simplest case 

• However P(θ) = 1 does not mean unbiased (why 
not P(θ2) = 1?  P(ln θ) = 1?)
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Small Bayesian exercise
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If it rains, the ground is wet 100% of the time

If it does not rain, the ground is wet 10% of the time

Forecast says 65% chance of rain right now

Given that we see the ground is wet, what is the 
probability that it is actually raining?

Press “yes” if you get it, “no” if you are not sure

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) ∝ P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )



Small Bayesian exercise
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P(wet | rain) = 100% 
P(wet | no rain) = 10%

P(rain) = 65%

P(rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | rain) P(rain) = 0.65 
P(no rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | no rain) [1 - P(rain)] = 0.035

P(rain | wet) = 0.65 / (0.65 + 0.035) = 94.9%



Small Bayesian exercise
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P(wet | rain) = 100% 
P(wet | no rain) = 10%

P(rain) = 5%

P(rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | rain) P(rain) = 0.05 
P(no rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | no rain) [1 - P(rain)] = 0.095

P(rain | wet) = 0.05 / (0.05 + 0.095) = 34.5%

What if forecast  
says 5%?



Small Bayesian exercise
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P(wet | rain) = 100% 
P(wet | no rain) = 10%

P(rain) = 5%

P(rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | rain) P(rain) = 0.05 
P(no rain | wet) ∝ P(wet | no rain) [1 - P(rain)] = 0.095

P(rain | wet) = 0.05 / (0.05 + 0.095) = 34.5%

What if forecast  
says 5%?

Our view of what is happening is affected by prior 
knowledge.  There is no “unbiased” P(rain)

Further reading: uninformative prior, Jeffreys prior



Updating knowledge
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P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) ∝ P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )

What we know beforeWhat we know afterwards

Another way to think about the Bayes’ formalism is to 
refine our knowledge about the problem

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x , ⃗x past) ∝ P( ⃗x | ⃗θ , ⃗x past)P( ⃗θ | ⃗x past)

Everything is conditioning on our past knowledge



Likelihood: recap
• The likelihood function L(θ|x) gives us the relative 

degree of likelihood as a function of θ, given 
observed data x 

• We can write the posterior P(θ|x) in terms of the 
probability distribution P(x|θ), which is the 
probability of observing data x, given θ 

• With a prior term P(θ) — there is no “universally 
unbiased” choice
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What can we do with 
the function?



“Description”
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The simplest thing we can do is to describe the function

P( ⃗θ | ⃗x ) mean, RMS, most probable point, …
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Example: counting, x = 20

What Value

Most probable 20
Mean 20.99

RMS 4.57 (~sqrt(20))

Skewness 0.41



“Description”
• Uncertainty, too, is a description 

• The big take home message: in experimental physics, everything is 
always a distribution, and the numbers we quote are 
descriptions that characterizes the underlying function

• When we say we measure 25 ± 5, we are describing the underlying 
function 

• For example it could mean that most probable value is 25, and 
the 68.27% most likely interval is [20, 30] 

• Or it could mean that the range [20, 30] has likelihood value 
above 1/e (~37%) of the peak value 

• Or that the RMS of the distribution is 5, …etc etc

24



Is this “θ” or “x”?
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Press “yes” for θ 
Press “no” for x

the y



What else can we do?
• If we are lucky enough to write down the analytical form, things are easy 

— we can derive many things 

• What if we have a large number of parameters?  Or function evaluation 
is slow? 

• We build the function numerically 

• For example to get the Higgs CP property, we have the Higgs mass 
shape, anomalous couplings, etc 

• CMS “MD” method in 4l: 12 observables, 10+ parameters 

• 12D integral, a few 12x12 Jacobian’s, etc. => O(1s) / evaluation 

• One potential way is to create a set of samples that distributes 
according to the posterior function 
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Sampling
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{20.1, 20.9, 17.5, 
15.2, 30.8, 19.7, 

20.3, …}

In other words, we create a large set of numbers, when 
plotted as a histogram, gives us back the function

Sampling

Histogram

Then we can analyze the samples without 
worrying too much about the costly calculations



Sampling: how?
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Conceptually simplest 
way: shoot darts
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Randomly pick points 
on the plot, and 

collect the θ values of 
the ones falling under 

the curve

This would work — though not necessary efficient



MCMC

• Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) is another way 
to achieve the same thing 

• It walks through the phase space with some special 
algorithm: θi —> θi+1 —> θi+2 —> … 

• Such that asymptotically, {θi} approaches P(θ|x) 

• We call {θi} a “chain”.  Ie., a chain of samples

29



ex. Metropolis algorithm
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θi

Proposed θi+1

θi-2

θi-1

1. Pick a proposed location  
to move to 

2. Evaluate likelihood P(θi) 
and P(proposal) 
A. If P(θi) < P(proposal), go 
B. Otherwise, throw a dice to  

see if we move — with  
probability P(proposal)/P(θi)

Direct consequence: samples are very correlated!
{…, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 5, 3, …}

…



“Burn-in”
• The MCMC will only approach the desired 

distribution asymptotically 

• In other words, when we let the chain go on for a 
long time, eventually, it will approach the distribution 

• This also means that the initial steps do not 
necessarily follow the posterior  
 
 
 

31

θi

i



Analyzing likelihood: recap
• Once we have built the posterior function, we can 

proceed to analyze it 

• We can quote numbers to describe the function 

• The numbers we quote in experimental 
physics are descriptions of the likelihood  

• We can also create samples and analyze them 
statistically 

• Throw darts, MCMC, …

32



How do you build the 
posterior function?



Simplest case: counting

• In counting experiments, P(x|θ) = Poisson(x|θ) 

• So we can write down P(θ|x) analytically in a 
straightforward manner 

• Then we just analyze the function

34
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Example: “uncertainty” with x = 40
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Let’s define 
“uncertainty” to be the 
most likely region of θ 

that encloses 68.27% of 
the area of the curve *

We can do the math and 
conclude [33.99, 46.68]

Exercise: what is the “uncertainty” with x = 0?

* Note there are many many prescriptions to define “uncertainty”

Press “yes” if you get it, “no” if you are not sure



Exercise: “uncertainty” on 0?
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P( ⃗θ | ⃗x )
x=0

=
P( ⃗x | ⃗θ )P( ⃗θ )

P( ⃗x ) x=0
∝ θxe−θ /x!

x=0
= e−θ
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0.6827 =
∫ θ0

0
e−θdθ

∫ ∞
0

e−θdθ

θ0 = ?



Computing-intensive case
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What can we do, if likelihood on one point takes 
weeks-months to calculate on a computing cluster?
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Each of these points 
take a month to get

MCMC won’t work 
well with this latency



Computing-intensive case
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We pick nicely spaced points (“design points”), 
evaluate the likelihood on those, and interpolate

If the points are picked 
well, the interpolated 

function should 
approach L(θ|x)

“Latin hypercube”: 
an algorithm to sample 
N dimensional space 

~uniformly



How to interpolate?
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Straight line / spline:  
works ~well for 1D

Generalization to more 
dimensions not 
straightforward

But not ideal because 
of kinks etc



How to interpolate?
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Fit a function

Good choice if there is 
a well-motivated 
functional form

The choice of function 
is too important, and 
can bias the result if 

chosen poorly



How to interpolate?
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Closest neighbor average  
Average of neighbors 

with weights depending 
on distance

Easily generalized to 
higher dimensions

Smooths the likelihood 
function — may not be 

ideal



How to interpolate?
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“Gaussian process 
emulator” (GPE)

Interpolates points 
without needing to 
assume a global 
functional form

Can easily be adapted 
to higher dimensions

Gives “interpolation error”



Build the likelihood: recap
• There are many ways we can build the function 

• Analytical functions if we are extremely lucky 

• When it becomes complicated, approximations 
have to be made 

• For example in the case of computing-intensive 
calculations, we can pick points and interpolate 

• Gaussian process emulator (GPE) is one of the 
good ways to do this
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Putting it all together



STAT analysis flow
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Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D



STAT analysis flow
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P(x | θj) for those θj

P(x | θ) 
for all 
pointsP(θ | x=xi)xi

P(θ | x=xi) -> {θi} {θi}

Pick some θj

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D



The STAT package
• Statistical analysis package for JETSCAPE 

• https://github.com/JETSCAPE/STAT 

• Evolved through many collaborators 

• Python-based 

• Simple to use 

• Standardized input format — easy to share input 
files with colleagues

47

https://github.com/JETSCAPE/STAT
https://github.com/JETSCAPE/STAT


More practically…
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Scope of the 
statistical 

analysis package

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D



More practically…
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Theory input

Experiments

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D

Can take a while to 
calculate things!

Can take a while to 
do analysis!



More practically…
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May need to revisit if insufficient

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D



More practically…
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This part is ~fast

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D



Hands-on session



Hands-on overview
• Today we will try to “learn” the parameters of a simple 

function 

• General procedure is very similar to the past two days 

• The primary goal is to understand the STAT package 

• First we will go over the formats of the input files — you 
can find the files in the input/SimpleExample folder 

• Then we will go through the 
JetScapeSummerSchoolHandsOnSession Jupyter 
notebook together
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Input to the analysis
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Scope of the 
statistical 

analysis package

Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D

There are three types of input to be prepared



Input files — experimental data
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Basic information

What the columns are

Each row is a data point



Input files — design points
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The name of the parameters

Each row is a design point



Input file — model prediction
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What the prediction corresponds to: data, design

Each row = prediction for one data point from all design points



Input file format: recap

• For more information, you can find the specifications 
here 

• All the input files needed for the exercise today is 
prepared in input/SimpleExample, so we do not 
have to worry about the details on that (for now) 

• Let’s now move on to the hands-on analysis part
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https://www.evernote.com/l/ACWFCWrEcPxHPJ3_P0zUT74nuasCoL_DBmY
https://www.evernote.com/l/ACWFCWrEcPxHPJ3_P0zUT74nuasCoL_DBmY


Analysis



Starting Jupyter notebook
• Go to the docker base directory 

• Update the STAT directory 

• If you haven’t checked it out yet, do git clone 
https://github.com/JETSCAPE/STAT.git in the 
base directory 

• If you have checked it out some time ago, do a git 
pull inside the STAT folder to make sure things are up 
to date 

• In the STAT folder, switch to the summer school branch: 
git checkout JetScapeSummerSchool2020
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Starting Jupyter notebook
• In the base directory, start docker as 
docker run --rm -it -p 8888:8888 -v `pwd`:/
home/jetscape-user --name stat jetscape/
base:v1.4 (add --user $(id -u):$(id -g) if on linux) 

• In the container, enter the STAT directory, and start jupyter 
notebook as jupyter-notebook --ip 0.0.0.0 --no-
browser  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Copy-paste this URL into your browser



Jupyter notebook
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Open this file

Press “yes” if you are able to open it, “no” if problems



Analysis setup
• We have the “truth” function as 
 

• We have two measurements, one in high-x region, 
one in low-x region 
 
 
 

• Let’s try to learn A, B and C using the STAT package!

63

y = A + B
x

100
+ C ( x

100 )
2



Homework



Homework
• We will attempt to learn something about jet energy loss from dijet 

imbalance data 

• The data file is provided 

• The homework objective is 

• Generate “model prediction” and design points 

• Follow the JetScapeSummerSchoolHomework.ipynb 

• Plug them into the analysis and see if you can learn something 
about the parameters 

• Use (or make a copy of) the part2 notebook for this purpose
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Dealing with data



Uncertainty!?
• The central question to interpret data is “what do 

you mean by uncertainty!?” 

• Recall that the uncertainties are “descriptions” to 
the full likelihood function, and one can only 
guess what the likelihood functions look like with 
some Ansätze 

• One popular guess is a Gaussian function with 
mean and RMS which is equal to what is reported 
by experiments
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Complications, correlations
• Even with the Gaussian approximation, there are a few 

complications to take into account 

• Correlation between different bins in the 
measurement? 

• Correlation between different systematic uncertainties? 

• For experimental data to be most efficiently used, the 
ideal case is that experiments provide these correlations 

• The more approximations one has to make, the worse 
the result will be
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Example: charged hadron RAA
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From HEPData



Example: charged hadron RAA
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Stat: uncorrelated



Example: charged hadron RAA
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Lumi: correlated 
across centrality 

and bin

TAA: correlated 
across bins and 

experiments



Example: charged hadron RAA
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“other” systematics:  
we don’t know the 

correlation :(



The corresponding header
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All the different systematic sources



Experimentally…
• Knowing the exact likelihood is very tricky, even if you are 

the main analyzer for an experiment analysis 

• Often we see things like “we vary X by y% and quote the 
difference as systematics” 

• What is actually meant is that, there is some underlying 
likelihood function — and this difference tells us 
something about that function 

• It is good exercise to think about these when doing analysis 

• The better we can pin this down, the more useful the data 
will be for the community
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Ideally…
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If an experiment provides covariance matrix directly,  
we can put it in directly!

This is the best-case scenario, but 
unfortunately we very rarely have them…



In practice…
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Covariance between “C0” and “C1” measurements

Assume “lumi” 
systematics are 
fully correlated 

between the two 
measurements

If not explicitly listed, 
assume correlation length 

of 0.2 between bins 
(see next page)

The labels correspond to the “column name” in data

C0xC0

C1xC1

C0xC1

C1xC0



In practice…
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Cij = strength × σi σj exp [−( xi − xj

length )
1.9

]

Correlation length:  
“SysLength”

Correlation strength:  
“SysStrength” 
defaults to 1

1.9 for numerical stability

Check src/reader.py for complete information on this 
covariance matrix estimation

This is source by source



Summary



Summary
• Likelihood function is the key 

• The numbers we quote in experimental physics are 
“descriptions” of the likelihood 

• We can analyze the posterior function by sampling 
(MCMC) 

• We can build the function by “interpolation” (GPE), in 
case it is computing-intensive 

• Systematic uncertainties are tricky: usually we don’t have 
access to the full likelihood functions —> approximations
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Backup slides ahead



Why sqrt(N) is not correct
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ℒ(θ |x)

P(x |θ) Variance on x = θ

Variance on θ ≠ x
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θ

What we are quoting is a range on θ, not on x
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ℒ(θ |x)P(x |θ) P(θ |x)



STAT analysis flow
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Pick design points Calculate model 
predictions Identify “features”

Use GPE to 
interpolate to all 

phase space

MCMC Samples

Prepare data Posterior function :D
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